
 

Spirituality and Humanism                                             Marilyn Mason, June 2014  

I first encountered the "spiritual" being considered seriously a long time ago when I was a teacher, 
because fostering "spiritual development" is one of the requirements of the school curriculum. So 
there was some discussion in my school about what exactly this would entail - a discussion that I 
also found to be a lively one within the BHA and many of the organisations we worked with when I 
was BHA's Education Officer. What did the words mean? Could they include humanists and 
humanism?  Should we use the words? How were they different from the social, moral or cultural 
development, also required of schools - or for that matter education more generally? And not 
surprisingly, given the slipperiness of the words, I found a considerable range of opinions, both 
within and beyond humanism.  

So when I hear, as I did last year, that a "Post-religion poll finds most have spiritual beliefs" the 
first thing I want to know is what exactly those being polled had been asked, and what they meant 
by their "spiritual beliefs". In fact, judging by the rest of the BBC news item, it seems that they 
meant the collection of vaguely religious /mystical/ superstitious beliefs that people often mean 
when they say "I'm not religious but I am spiritual", roughly translatable as "I don't go to 
church/synagogue/mosque or accept the rules and dogma of any religion... but I am still a nice 
sensitive person who thinks there's more to life that we can know".  

Humanists could say that too, of course, but whether they'd want to or not might depend on all the 
other baggage that the word carries. Let me give you some examples, and though I'm not entirely 
neutral on this, I leave it to you to decide what it means and whether you'd use it of yourself or of 
humanist beliefs. 

In Alice Munro’s story Silence, Juliet, looking for her lost daughter Penelope in a Canadian island 
retreat is told: 

“Wherever she has gone, whatever she has decided, it will be the right thing for her. It will 
be the right thing for her spirituality and growth.” 

Juliet decides to let this pass. She gags on the word spirituality, which seems to take in – 
as she often says – everything from prayer wheels to high Mass. She never expected that 
Penelope, with her intelligence, would be mixed up in anything like this.”  

Later, the leader of this retreat says: 

“The spiritual dimension – I have to say this – was it not altogether lacking in Penelope’s 
life? I take it she did not grow up in a faith-based home?”  

Here spiritual patently means religious, so I think we’d have to say No to that usage.  

On the other hand, I’m sure humanists can be or feel many of the other things that this vague and 
baggy word encompasses: good, moral, kind, nice, psychological, emotional, loving, inspiring, 
beautiful, life-enhancing, joyful, thoughtful, reflective, abstract, artistic, sensitive, mysterious, weird, 
exciting, at one with nature, true to oneself …  It’s often associated with art, music, ritual, love, 
motherhood and apple pie…. All nice things but do we need to use the words spiritual or spirituality 
when we talk about them? Here are some of the problems I have with the word, many of them 
overlapping:  
 
1. It’s an ambiguous word. The only proper response to anyone using it is to ask what they mean 
by it, at which point one has to wonder why they hadn’t used one of the many more precise 
alternatives in the first place.  

The possible meanings are many and varied, including many secular ones, concepts and emotions 
that humanists share – but if in order to explain which of these concepts or emotions you mean, 



 

you have to use another word, why not use that word in the first place?  One good reason to avoid 
it or question its use. 

2. It often, as in the Alice Munro extract, means religious, as in “spiritual leader” or “Buddhist 
spirituality”, or as in a discussion about “Thought for the Day “on the Today programme in which 
the C of E spokesperson arguing for the status quo spoke of the need for a “spiritual” moment in 
the programme, using the word as a touchy-feely, more widely acceptable, synonym for "religious". 
Similarly, in a hospital recently I was asked if I had “any spiritual needs” – I refrained from a 
discussion about what exactly that meant and assumed (safely as it turned out) that it was a 
question about my religion. Newspapers write about Madonna’s “spiritual journey” when they mean 
her dabblings in Jewish Kabbalah; people talk about having powerful “spiritual experiences” on 
Alpha courses or at evangelical Christian festivals; a C4 4Thought about "spirituality at Heathrow" 
turned out to be about the airport's Jewish chaplain. These common enough uses would preclude 
humanists from being spiritual. 
 
And in the survey I referred to earlier it included a belief in "things that could not be explained by 
science or any other means", and miracles, angels, spiritual forces that influence people's thoughts 
or the natural world... Although, apparently, a majority held that last belief, including a third of the 
"non-religious", I don't think that most humanists do - so there may be a distinction to be made 
between us and the larger non-religious group. There may also be some ambiguity here in what 
people mean by non-religious". 

3. “Spiritual” and “spirituality” have other associations with all kinds of things I wouldn’t, as a 
sceptical rational humanist, want to be associated with. And I have good support: 

Jonathan Miller when asked about his production of "King Lear", “Would you say it has a spiritual 
dimension?” replied “No. That's modern, New Age drivel.”  
 
"New age drivel" - there's plenty of that about, where “spirituality” and “spiritual”, are used to give a 
spurious credibility and respectability to all kinds of mumbo-jumbo, or status and mystery to quite 
ordinary ideas or emotions. In a literally pretentious way, the  word is used to put sceptics on the 
back foot, implying that if we don't buy into whatever is on offer as spiritual, we are cold, hard, 
unfeeling materialists (and that could be one reason that we want to claim the word). 
 
Mumbo-jumbo: pseudo-religious “new age spirituality” 

 An article on “spirituality at work” in The Independent (17/10/99) suggested that the third eye, feng 
shui, healing herbs, God and crystals all have a role in the work place  

 My local FE / sixth form college once offered a course on “Spirituality …[:]ancient and modern 
spiritual traditions, spiritual traditions of indigenous people of the world, healing, soul & spirit, 
reincarnation, Shamanism, healing [sic], experimental phenomena [?], ancestral beings, 
comparative religions, discussions with visiting speakers etc.”   

 A sixth former once asked me whether I, as humanist, “believed in spirituality”.  When I asked 
her what she meant, she replied, “Ghosts - that kind of thing.”  

 
In the arts and the media it’s usually pure pretention, a way of making something quite ordinary seem 
more than it is: 

 The group of artists who call themselves the Stuckists are “in favour of a more emotional and 
spiritual integrity in art via figurative painting.”  

 Prince Charles uses it often when talking about the build environment, as in : "if we are to respond 
philosophically and spiritually, as well as empirically, architecture is uniquely placed to help us do 
that." Nor sure what all that means, though he usually means something very traditional and 
classical... 

 "Art is spirituality in drag" quoted by Grayson Perry in this year's Reith lectures. 
 
In education 
As an educator I was prepared to use the word “spiritual” pragmatically. But what spiritual 
development means remains elusive – with teachers often wondering what exactly they are 



 

supposed to be developing and inspectors scratching around, sometimes quite imaginatively, for 
evidence of it - though Ofsted has defined it quite helpfully and inclusively: 
  

 "Spiritual development is the development of the non-material element of a human 
 being which animates and sustains us and, depending on our point of view, either 
 ends or continues in some form when we die. It is about the development of a sense of 
 identity, self-worth, personal insight, meaning and purpose. It is about the  development of a 
 pupil’s ‘spirit’. Some people may call it the development of a pupil’s ‘soul’; others as the 
 development of ‘personality’ or ‘character’." 

In education, the intention, at least, seems to be for the spiritual to be a fairly secular concept, 
often associated with "awe and wonder", something we can all, surely, share. But even on this 
there can be disagreement, as demonstrated last year when Oprah Winfrey managed to offend 
many atheists in an interview with atheist and long-distance swimmer Diana Nyadi. Nyad declared, 
“I can stand at the beach’s edge with the most devout Christian, Jew, Buddhist... and weep with 
the beauty of this universe and be moved by all of humanity. All the billions of people who have 
lived before us, who have loved and hurt and suffered...” “Well, I don’t call you an atheist then,” 
Winfrey said. “I think if you believe in the awe and the wonder and the mystery, then that is what 
God is. That is what God is. It’s not a bearded guy in the sky.” 

So how should Humanists regard “spirituality”? 
Humanists are divided on its meaning and use, not just here but in Europe and the US too.  Some 
want to “claim” it and demystify it, others to abandon it to the religious sphere, and often 
humanists, like everyone else, are talking at cross-purposes.  We are not always clear, for 
example, what we are complaining about when we say that religious people have hijacked 
“spirituality”.  Are we saying that religious people deny that we can have rich, fulfilled aesthetic and 
emotional lives, or that they deny that we are religious (fair enough) – or is it something else we 
resent: the implication that we are all materialistic, in the worst sense of the word?  Not so, of 
course!  
 
Margaret Drabble said in the Observer recently: " Nature is restorative for me... and I'm a great 
believer in going out for walks for spiritual sustenance." I know exactly what she means, though I 
might not use the word. 
 
And many humanists feel uneasy about using words carrying so much religious and pseudo-
religious baggage: “I do not think that the word ‘spirituality’ can be used at all without the 
implication of a supernatural spirit”, wrote one humanist, and some American humanists in their 
magazine Free Mind thought it “meaningless” or “laughable nonsense”, best shunned to “avoid 
repetitive, cumbersome explanations.” A Dutch humanist put it well when he expressed scepticism 
about our tendency to label the “unknowable as spiritual”.    

The ambiguities and difficulties of the word were well exemplified when Lou Reed died, and the R4 
T4TD speaker spoke of his "spiritual achievement" in staying true to himself and his music. Was he 
saying something about his creativity, or his personality - or as one might think, given the speaker, 
Reed's religious beliefs? The speaker probably wasn't talking up Lou Reed's multiple addictions! 

As you'll have gathered, I'm not entirely comfortable with the words “spiritual” and “spirituality” (and 
I wouldn't particularly want to be described as "spiritual") though that's not the same as saying that 
humanists shouldn't use them - it's perhaps a matter of taste and context. I'm quite sympathetic to 
the secular emotions and at least some of experiences the words are used for - but they almost 
always require explanation if they are to communicate anything worthwhile. If the spiritual is about 
the things that inspire (a word that shares the same roots), I'm all for it - but if we are really talking 
about inspiration or feelings or emotional development or emotional literacy, or aesthetic 
awareness and experiences, or love of beauty or nature or humanity, or joy or goodness and hope, 
why just not say so?  
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